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 I am the Year 6 teacher in a one-form entry primary school in
Cambridgeshire.

 Current development points of our school include:

 improving children’s reading fluency and comprehension,

 increasing opportunities for reading for pleasure (RfP).

CONTEXT



The Teachers as Readers research recognises reading aloud as a critical
component of a reading for pleasure pedagogy, as a way of building a community
of readers with texts in common. It is vital that teachers provide the time and
space for this, a time to explore texts for pleasure, rather than simply as a means
of delivering the curriculum.

How did these findings of the TaRs research inspire me?

Reflecting on my own practice, I identified reading aloud as an important part of
each day. The texts we explored together often formed the basis of the children’s
‘den time’ choices of texts to explore independently or with friends.

The texts explored as a class were predominantly fiction, as (probably as a
consequence) were those that children chose for themselves. This reflection
prompted me to begin to explore more non-fiction texts together when reading
aloud, to see if this would impact children’s choices in our ‘den time’.

OU RESEARCH INSPIRATION AND RATIONALE



 To continue to develop reading aloud as a key aspect of my RfP

pedagogy through extending the range of texts explored as a class to

include more non-fiction

 To explore how non-fiction texts can be read aloud with a class

 To see the impact of reading aloud non-fiction texts on the children’s

choices of texts during independent reading time

AIMS



 On one occasion, instead of asking a child to recommend a book
for us to read aloud, I suggested a non-fiction text ’Lift the flap:
General Knowledge’

 Using a visualiser, I showed the front cover and contents page of
the book.

 We explored the contents page and I then chose a child to come
forward and select a section they wished to read aloud to the
class. When doing so, they continued to use the overhead
projector so the rest of the class could interact with the text.

 Another child then came forward and repeated the process,
choosing a section of the text that interested them.

 We repeated this over a few reading aloud sessions, with
children recommending texts for us to explore.

OUTLINE

Exploring the text through the visualiser



Non-fiction texts explored
during reading aloud time

OUTLINE



 When reading aloud the non-fiction text as a class, children
took ownership, selecting sections to share with the class,
dipping in and out of the text rather than reading it from cover
to cover.

 There was an increase in the number of non-fiction texts chosen
in ‘den time’. Children again selected sections that interested
them, following patterns established when reading aloud as a
class.

 Watching children choose and interact with these non-fiction
texts has given me a greater understanding of their individual
interests, so I’m now able to make more personalised non-
fiction recommendations.

IMPACT



REFLECTIONS

 Reading aloud was always a key feature of my RfP pedagogy, however the
findings of TARs inspired me to explore new ways of reading aloud, in particular
how reading aloud non-fiction texts might impact on children’s reading
choices. Over a series of reading aloud sessions, we increased our range by
including more non-fiction texts.

 Providing children with the opportunity to explore non-fiction texts during
reading aloud sessions gave them increased ownership of non-fiction texts and
perhaps the confidence to explore them in a different way to fiction texts,
selecting sections that interested them rather than reading from cover to
cover.

 During ‘den time’ children chose to read more non-fiction texts, perhaps
demonstrating the power whole class reading aloud has on influencing
children’s individual text choices. I therefore intend to continue to explore a
range of texts during reading aloud time.
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